
Rent flat 3+kk, 102 m2 - Paťanka, Praha 6
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FREE NOW! «Home Real Estate» exclusively offers for rent a cozy apartment 3 + kk with a balcony of 102
m2, located in a quiet and peaceful location of Prague 6 - Dejvice. The apartment is located in a beautiful area
of Prague 6, and it is a very quiet and green zone. Here you will find a space for relaxation and rest for the
whole family. A fully equipped playground is built for children, and nature lovers will find the opportunity to
relax in the green zone. Nearby is a sports center for lovers of active lifestyle. In the vicinity you will find a
developed infrastructure, many quality restaurants and shops. The fully furnished apartment is located on the
4th floor of a modern building. The apartment is airy and spacious. The center of the living area is a large
room with kitchenette, dining table, TV and TV table and sofa. The kitchen is equipped with a kitchen unit
with the necessary electrical appliances (refrigerator, freezer glass-ceramic hob, oven, hood, microwave). The
private part of the apartment consists of a bedroom, which is equipped with a double bed and a study with a
large closet, desk and sofa. Bathroom with bath, toilet and sink. The apartment also has a hall with a larger
built-in closet. There is also a washing machine. Internet connection and satellite TV is available, the house is
equipped with an elevator. The apartment also includes a parking space in the garage. Furniture will be
purchased according to the tenant's wishes. Excellent transport accessibility -  tram stop within walking
distance, metro station Dejvická (only 10 minutes to the city center). All services within reach (kindergarten,
primary  school,  playground,  post  office,  sports  center,  restaurants,  shops).  Apartment  equipment:
comfortable furniture, kitchenette, bath, washing machine, TV Available immediately Total price: 27 000 CZK
+ 6 000 CZK utilities The owner requires a deposit of one month's rent The inquiring client agrees to pay a
commission of 1 month's rent plus VAT. For more information and the possibility of a tour, contact the broker
or fill out the form below.
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ID 31238
Offer Rental
Group 3+kk
Furnished Furnished
Ownership Personal
Usable area 102 m2

City Prague
District Praha 6
City district Dejvice
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